Standing Committee on Improvements Implementation (SCI)

Questions to the GNSO Council

2013-09-05
Topic: Revision of the SCI charter

1. Should the SCI continue as a “standing committee”?  
   - Discussed in Durban  
   - Outcome (council approval) to be formally communicated

2. Which decision making process should apply (‘full consensus’ versus Standard Methodology for Making Decisions)?  
   - SCI was established in 2011 (by council decision)  
   - “parent” bodies Operations Steering Committee (OSC) and Policy Development Steering Committee (PPSC) were chartered with “full consensus of the members”  
   - SCI-DT (on Mar 09, 2011) took over as “full consensus as defined in the WG guidelines unless otherwise determined by the members”  
     Note: the WG guidelines have not been imposed at that time

3. Would the council (as the chartering body) prefer to take on the task of revising the SCI Charter or pass that responsibility to the SCI?